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For storage operators, payments have
traditionally been a cost of doing
business; a necessary evil. Balancing
multiple tools to manage transactions,
record-keeping, and security requires
lots of time and attention. Time and
attention that could otherwise be spent
working with tenants, maintaining
facilities, driving leads, or a number
of other valuable activities. Operators
across the industry want the same thing:
a faster, simpler, and more secure way to
manage payments.

THE
SOLUTION

Storage operators need a payment
solution that fuels their business
rather than bogging it down. They
need a solution that eliminates the
complexity and busy work of manually
tracking receipts, managing security,
and bouncing from tool to tool. Storage
operators need a better way to manage
payments across every channel that
matters to their tenants. Storage
operators need a payment solution
that just works.

To help operators achieve this goal, Storable built its payments products with the end in mind. Storable Payments
acts as an extension of Storable’s facility management software—both SiteLink and storEDGE—to deliver an
unmatched operator and tenant experience that just works.

IMPROVED SPEED

through automatic
transaction reconciliation
and eSignature capabilities.

ENHANCED SECURITY

INCREASED SIMPLICITY

with AVS, CVV, and PCI
Level 1 Certification all
underpinned by thorough
annual penetration testing.

visit www.storable.com/payments

with comprehensive
multichannel payment
capabilities and a single,
centralized administration
portal for all your facilities.
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email domore@storable.com

WITH
S T O R A B L E PAY M E N T S

RECONCILIATION &
RECORD-KEEPING
AUTOMATION

Storable Payments
Capability Overview
At Storable, we believe payments should be fast, simple, and secure to provide a better
experience for tenants and operators. Storable’s integrated-platform approach can
help you get more out of payments.

eSignature — Save time and money by leveraging the Storable Payment eSignature
feature which captures and automatically stores the tenant signature alongside
transaction information.
Automatic Reconciliation — Eliminate the need to conduct manual transaction audits
with an automated bank account and transaction reconciliation feature that ensures
your payments and accounting always tie out.

ADVANCED
SECURITY

AVS &CVV — Limit potential fraud with Address Verification Services (AVS) and Card
Verification Value (CVV) capabilities that add additional customer verification steps to
authenticate customers on any payment channel.
PCI Level 1 Certification & Penetration Testing — Rely on Storable Payments’ top-tier
PCI certification and thorough, annual penetration testing to ensure that your tenants’
card and personal data are protected.

* indicates features available with SiteLink Software only

SIMPLIFIED
MULTI-CHANNEL
TRANSACTION
MANAGEMENT

ONE STORABLE,
ONE SUPPORT

Multi-Channel Transactions — Simplify the tenant experience by offering payments
options across channels — including in-store, kiosk, over the phone, online, and autobilling — with Storable Payments’ fully integrated approach.
Centralized Login — Streamline transaction management, reporting, and settlement
activity across facilities with a single centralized portal that will empower your team
to get more done across your portfolio.

Industry Expertise — Get where you need to go faster with a support team that has
a deep understanding of the unique needs of storage operators and tenants, earned
from years serving the storage industry exclusively.
Software & Payments Expertise* — Unlock new value between your software, payments
solution, and the broader Storable Platform with a support team that is knowledgeable
across Storable’s entire suite of products.

visit www.storable.com/payments
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